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??D. ????????????
??????????????
Dugald Stewart's Lecture Course
on Political Economy:
Beyond Condorcet and Malthus
???????¤ ?
D. Stewart, the author of a biography of A. Smith that would
inform later reading of him, was at ¯rst an enthusiastic supporter of the
French Revolution. His hope was that the political order would approach
an ideal in proportion to the victory of \philosophy." He illustrated this
hope with liberal quotations from Condorcet. However, his admiration
of the latter meant that he was soon suspected of attempting to incite
revolution in his own country, forcing him to disassociate himself from the
\utopian" in order to allay that suspicion. At the same time, however,
he felt obliged to defend his belief in \perfectionnements de l'espµece
humaine" in the face of Malthus's depressing assault upon Condorcet.
This paper aims to examine D. Stewart's presentation of Smith's science
in Stewart's separate lecture course on political economy at Edinburgh,
bearing in mind the context of his overcoming the dilemma of his
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?????M.-J.-A.-N. de Coritat, marquis de Condorcet 1743-1794????
1) ????????????????????????Thomas Reid 1710-1796???????






















































































































3) ?????Stewart ?1792?1854, 236-37???????????????????1789;
Condorcet, 1847-49, 4: 179-80??????????????????Winch 1983, 39/
? 36; ?? 2009, 385?????????????????????????????1786;
Condorcet, 1847-49, 5: 1-233??????????????????????Vie de M.
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????????????????Stewart ?1794?1858, 53/? 61????
???????????????????????????????????








5) ??????????????????????????Alexander Abercromby 1745-1795?









???? 1810 ????????????? 1809-10 ??????????????????
?Thomas Brown 1778-1820?????????????????????????????
??Bower 1817-30, 3: 187????????????????D. ????????????
















































1-33; 1808-9b, 1: 1-23?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????? 1819??????? 1823????????
















???1808-9????????????????Stewart 1808-9a, 1: 1-33;






































































????????????the maintenance of the poor??????????



































































































































???Stewart 1808-9b, 1: 4; ?
??????????????????????????????????
????????? 1??????????1799??? 1802??????
???????????A.M.B. de Lanautte, comte d'Hauterive 1754-1830?
































?????????????Stewart 1808-9b, 1: 5??????????????????
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?????????????????Stewart 1808-9a, 1: 29???????????????
???????John Locke 1632-1704?????????????????Jean-Jacques





















































































































































































































































































?????????????????Stewart 1855-56, 1: 62-64, 202-3??
17) ???????????????????????????????????????????
???Stewart 1808-9a, 1: 155??
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19) ????????????Stewart ?1815-21?1854, 493-97???????????????
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